
Your Body is a…Temple?

…Just kidding.

That was carefully placed to scare off those that effortlessly adhere to the strictest diets and the

most devoted gym-goers.

This part is for those of us that need some encouragement and a little outside motivation.

Your body is a machine.

Your heart beats about 100,000 times a day.

Your 6 quarts of blood circulate through your body 3 times every minute, for a daily total of

about 12,000 miles.  Have you ever flown the United States from coast to coast?  Ever done it

four times in one day?  Your heart does every day.

Like your heart, your lungs are working day and night, whether you’re awake and aware of it, or

sound asleep.  You breathe about 20,000 times in a 24-hour period.  By the time you’re 50 years

old, you will have taken around 4 million breaths.

Your entire body is a made up of systems that work independently of one another, with the

singular goal of keeping you alive, and this is neither the time nor place to cover all of them, but

rest assured, all ten of your additional systems are working just as hard as and as constantly as

the cardiovascular and respiratory systems are.



Whether you are male or female, we are living at a time where unrealistic bodies are

photoshopped in front of us like heralds of the only acceptable standards of masculinity and

femininity that exist.  For the very few men and women that find themselves naturally blessed

with the physiques with which we’re inundated, well…good for them.

For the rest of us, we can find some comfort in the fact that in another half decade or so, Law of

Averages dictates at least some small percentage of us will find ourselves the “ideal”.  Art has

depicted the ideal bodies of the time dating back before recorded history.  One of the most

dramatic examples of that was by an artist that had an entire word coined for his art style nearly

300 years after his time.  You may not readily know who Peter Paul Rubens is, but you may find

something familiar about The Rubenesque Period, and if you haven’t heard of that, think of the

complex compositions of groups of full-figured women lazing about, wearing, if anything, light

gauzy clothing that may or may not be made of ethereal gossamer threads, and posing with

grapes while looking perfectly blissful.   And just in case that is unsatisfying, the Victorians and

their impossibly tiny waists that even a tightly laced corset couldn’t have achieved and still

sustained life?  Type “Victorian age photo editing” into your favorite search bar, because even

then?  Totally a thing.  And men, in case you’re feeling left out, there is really no delicate way to

discuss this, so I’ll just send you back to the Middle Ages, specifically 1463, to find out what
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particular piece of clothing was assigned to men.  Then maybe search what the original purpose

was, and what it actually came to represent over time.  Ahem.

What does all this mean?

Absolutely nothing.  Ignore it.  Ignore the ads and the most liked photos on all of your favorite

social media platforms.  Societal standards of beauty do not last, and they don’t pay any

attention to you, so why are you paying attention to them?

What if someone told you to pay attention to your body alone?

What if someone told you that there are 3 things you can do right now that will begin to change

how you view diet and exercise forever?

1. Get enough sleep.

2. Drink more water.

3. If you are disconnected from your body, not really paying attention to it, start

connecting.  If you are dragging your body through the day, convinced it’s against you,
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start connecting.  Pay attention to your food choices and in how your body feels after

you eat them.  If you’re a list maker, start writing down your findings.  You can also just

make a mental note.

We’re not all meant to be the same sizes and shapes, and even if we really are more machines

than temples, there’s more to us than any of the information we contain, and there’s wisdom in

meeting ourselves where we are with the intention of transcending that level for the next one.

A Body at Rest…

…stays at rest.

The supervisor of all of your systems discussed up there is your brain.  It’s in a constant state of

collecting information and sending messages to all of your parts to do their respective jobs.

You’ve probably thought of your brain as the boss, but that is not entirely the truth.  There is a

part of your brain that does not require permission from your brain to react:  your

subconscious, and it is running staccato in the background, filing away all the information your

brain has been collecting.

The good news: If you had to rely on your brain alone to react to you touching a hot stove, for

instance, you would be on fire before you finally got the message from your brain to move your

hand.  When you are faced with something dangerous, your subconscious is pulling from all the

files labeled Experience to draw from What Worked Last Time, and What You Should Avoid

Going Forward.  Your subconscious wants you to be safe from your mistakes and to learn from

them.  Like your other systems, it’s part of team Keep You Alive.

The bad news: Your subconscious lies.  It takes you from a bit of perceived danger straight to

The Worst Possible Place and it tells you it’s all your fault.  You make bad decisions.  Remember

that time you were 7 and you... If it were up to your subconscious, you’d be in a cocoon of

safety, wrapped in bubble tape, only doing safe things that kept you from all possible danger,

and it would reward your greediest organ, the brain, with its favorite thing:  sugar, as a way to

keep your body safely at rest, and your brain is okay with that.  There is no perceived danger,



there is plenty of food to keep your brain function in healthy operation, so there is no incentive

to move.  Stay on the couch.  Eat those chips.  Fill up on all the cookies you can hold.

What can be done about this?

Nothing…at least not all at once, but you can change things up slowly, over time.  Your

subconscious is going to notice when you are getting enough sleep, staying hydrated, and

connecting with your body, because the messages it’s intercepting from your brain to file away

are going to start changing, almost immediately.  It’s still going to try to tempt you into safety

and wave sugar at you, but if instead of focusing on that, you start thinking about what you

were doing when you were happy that your body was in motion, as always, you will be

constantly moving in the direction of your currently dominant thought.

What does this mean?

You don’t have to go to the gym!

Just know that eventually, you may want to go…

Maybe the last time your body was in motion and you felt good was that time you went

dancing, or hiking, or gardening, or swimming, or skating, or throwing a ball for your dog, or

playing outside with your child…and maybe it was something completely different.  There is

only one rule here.  Find something that requires movement that you enjoy, and do it.  And

keep doing it!

And what does that mean?

A Body in Motion…

…stays in motion.



No matter how unmotivated you are, there absolutely is something you do that requires

movement that you enjoy.  Start there.  Your body in motion will want to stay in motion.  When

will that be?  How long will it take?  What should you do?

Keep sleeping.  Keep drinking water.  Remember how dedicated you are to connection and

movement, and you will effortlessly, and constantly move in the direction of your currently

dominant thought.

Feeding the Machine

Anyone considering changing their diet or beginning an exercise program should consult a

primary care physician.  If you are on medications or are being treated for disease, illness or

on-going health concerns, your doctor needs to be aware of all supplements, even natural and

over-the-counter options so they can be approved prior to incorporation into any lifestyle

changes. If you are pregnant or nursing, any changes to diet or exercise, or the additions of
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vitamins or supplements must be discussed with and approved by your doctor prior to

implementation.

Look at you, sleeping, drinking, checking in with your body, and moving.  You must be starving!

Whatever your relationship with food or the state of your health, there’s no getting around it.

You have to eat.  No matter what type of eater you are (stress, snack, binge, starver etc.) start

looking at what you’re eating and how you feel afterwards.  Energetic and ready to take on

whatever’s next?  Put that on the Good list.  Sacked out on the couch and can’t ever move

again?  Put that food on the Not Very Often list.

There is no one, universal diet that is going to be all things to all people, because every body

needs to be fed differently.  If you talk to one hundred health care professionals from your

physician to a dietician, some basic details will be the same or at least similar, but the truth is,

despite hundreds of years of research and documentation, we still don’t really know what

makes up a perfect diet.    We’ve all heard about the food pyramid, cutting out red meat, and

eating piles of greens.   After you talk to those health care professionals about dietary solutions,

talk to some of your friends.  All of them will regale you of tales of their complicated

relationships with food and which diets or food programs don’t work.  Aiming for perfection

here is a flaw.  Instead, look for balance.

Here are some ideas of places to start:

- Prior to incorporating diet and/or exercise into lifestyle, speak to your physician/health

care provider

- Adults need a minimum of 1200 calories just to keep organs working and brain function

healthy

Start day with lemon H2O – breaks fast by waking up metabolism.  Some research points to

anecdotal evidence in humans that consumption of lemons may lead to weight loss and aid

in digestion.  It can also promote hydration, is a good source of vitamin C, improves your

skin (largest organ – pay attention to your skin, too!), and helps prevent kidney stones.



Some things to watch:

If you suffer from frequent heartburn, things can go either way with lemons and how your

body reacts to the additional acid consumption.  If you find your heartburn is getting worse,

discontinue use, do some research, and talk to your doctor about other options to explore

that may have similar benefits.

The citrus acid in lemons can be hard on tooth enamel and wear it down over time.  Try

drinking it at room temperature, through a straw, and rinse your mouth with plain water

afterwards.

DO NOT ELIMINATE carbs altogether, just change the time of day you eat them:  between

breakfast and 2 pm, eat carbs – don’t necessarily go crazy and eat nothing but carbs, but if

you want a piece of cake at a work potluck, or an individual-portion-sized bag of chips with

your sandwich at lunch, eat it.  For many of us, those are our busiest hours.  Limiting carbs

to a specific part of the day means you have all kinds of wakeful, busy hours to burn those

calories.  Skip or keep it to low carb, for eating between meals after 2 pm and avoid

altogether at dinner.

Monday – Friday, stop eating after 8 pm…and limit alcohol to zero 5 days a week.  If you

have to drink on the weekend, moderation is your friend, and reach for dry white wines with

no carbs or added sugar.

Stop reaching for a bag or container of something and mindlessly consuming it to

completion.  One way you can start making more conscious food choices is by paying

attention to serving sizes.  All you have to do is flip over the bag/box/container and see that

one serving size is [whatever the amount listed].  Measure out that amount, put it in

another container to take with you, and leave the rest of the bag neatly sealed and carefully

placed in your pantry, or closed and put back in the refrigerator or freezer.  Does that mean

you can’t go back for more when you’re strangely unsatisfied after 3 tablespoons of ice

cream is the serving size?  No.  It just means you have to make a conscious decision to have

another serving, or maybe eat something a little healthier that will sustain you for a bit

longer.

Feed Your Machine.  Nurture Your Temple.



Don’t worry.  This isn’t the part of the show where you’re going to be encouraged to stand in

front of a mirror and tell yourself how beautiful and perfect you are 3 times a day for 10

minutes at a time, though if you’re an affirmations kind of person, and that works for you,

there’s no harm in that.

The intention set is that at least some of your take-away is related to you getting out of your

own way so you can thrive.  Even the inhabitants of the most widely accepted standards of

perfect bodies could bore you at length with all the things wrong with them.  Start looking at

what’s right with your body.  Encourage what you like and ignore what you don’t.  Seek

balance, and you will do better when you know better.

Throw out, donate, or sell all the clothes you’re saving to wear when you get to your “goal

weight”.

If everything you’re doing doesn’t feel like a celebration of exactly who you are, and how

unique your body is, stop doing it.  Keep it simple, and go back to the basics.  Sleep, hydrate,

move.

Eat the cake.

…just, maybe don’t always eat all of the cake.
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